Smart, Convenient Cabinet Protection for
Any Environment
Bring safe, reliable RFID access and security to commercial, residential, and institutional
cabinetry of any design.

A Revolutionary Locking System
Senseon Secure Access is a cutting-edge RFID access control system ideal for cabinetry in any design space. This
concealed, keyless system gives you quick, convenient access to contents while blending seamlessly into fixtures—
and improving the security of your business, facility, office, or home. Access comes via keycard, key-fob, wristband,
or any other RFID credential of your choosing.
Adaptive Access Control
Senseon by being able to integrate into broader
access control systems, such as Andover, Lenel,
and S2. Don’t want to integrate Senseon? No
problem: Senseon can work independently
without need of any additional software.

Superior Design
Senseon doesn’t just protect—it protects while
preserving your design. Have unique fixtures or
older casework? Senseon seamlessly fits into
either.

Total Convenience
Senseon gives you all-around convenient
access. A mere tap of a key-card or RFID
credential of your choice is all you need to
unlock. And you can change a user’s access
permission in just seconds.

Peace of Mind
What happens if there’s a power outage? Don’t
fret: If your Senseon-protected fixture is locked
when an outage occurs, it remains locked.

Auto Relocking
Unsure if you locked that cabinet? There’s
no need to panic: Senseon can automatically
relock openings in case you or one of your
staff forgets to.

Designed With You in Mind
Security shouldn’t conflict with your activities and design—it should enhance them. And that’s just what Senseon
does: This modular system uses low-profile components, including slim electronic locks, that easily fit into fixture
drawers, doors, and other openings. You can even modify access with attractive and convenient design features,
such as Touch-Release and Auto-Open. Be it new or refurbished cabinetry, Senseon is easy enough to install that
you won’t need an electrician or an IT expert to apply it to your home or business.
Look below for a few ways you can apply Senseon:

Jewelry
Senseon brings security and convenient
access to fixtures without interrupting your
jewelry store’s elegant design.

Healthcare
Keep your patients safe and ease the burden
on your staff. Senseon keeps dangerous
contents from patients, gives personnel quick
access, and can integrate into broader access
networks or work standalone.

Finance
Residential
Keep unwanted hands
from your most precious
belongings. Senseon
furniture locking systems
can give your cabinetry
enhanced security and
preserve clean,
harmonious aesthetics.

When it comes to finance, a
wrong choice in security can cost
a fortune. Senseon electronic
locking systems secure important documents, cash, and other
valuables with the simple tap of a
keycard or other RFID credential.

Retail
Cut down on shrinkage and
maximize productivity with Senseon.
Senseon helps you secure fixtures from
thieves, ease access for associates, and
maintain a great design space.

Hospitality
Senseon allows your staff protect
documents and your guests to secure
valuables–while still making them quick
and simple for those authorized to retrieve.

Talk to one of our specialists at 877-703-6835

We Know Cabinetry—Inside & Out
Senseon brings you more than 50 years’ experience in engineering solutions for commercial, residential, and industrial
casework worldwide. Rest assured: Senseon is a partner you can trust to bring dependable secure access to your
operations.

Inside Senseon
PROXIMITY READER

Senseon readers use proven RFID
technology to authenticate a user.

QUICK ACCESS

Simply tap a keycard or other RFID
credential to unlock or secure.

ELECTRONIC LOCKS

SLIDING DOORS

Senseon’s low-profile locks
have a break-force up
to 250 lbs.

Senseon e-locks can secure
sliding doors, such as those
on vitrines and display cases.

DRAWERS & DOORS
Retrofit Senseon e-locks into your
drawers or doors, or
install Senseon’s combined slide
locks into new cabinetry.

AUTO-RELOCK
Senseon can automatically
relock an opening, giving
you greater peace of mind.

CONVENIENT EXTRAS: Features such as Touch-Release and Auto-Open ease access and provide clean aesthetics to
fixture design. Access comes via keycard, keyfob, wristband, or any other RFID tool of your choosing.

Let Senseon Become a Part of Your Environment
Contact a Senseon representative to receive a secure access plan tailored to your design’s need.

Talk to one of our experts

877-703-6835
senseonsecure.com

